Introducing Lifelong Learning at Olin

Join your exclusive community at Lifelong Learning at Olin to access all sorts of resources to keep you growing personally and professionally. See how it works.

Also, be sure to check out the newly added Lifelong Learning section below. Each month, selected content will be featured.

Tackling the opioid crisis

Learn about the Olin Brookings Commission’s groundbreaking yearlong project that could result in many saved lives. And watch or share the recording.

Alumni awards

Olin celebrated four Emerging Leaders, four Distinguished Alumni and one Dean’s Medalist, Pam Kendall-Rijos. Be sure to check out the
accompanying videos—and congratulate them!

**Does your company face challenges?**

Want to participate in a student consulting project? Our Center for Experiential Learning has two sessions coming up: May 16-June 27 and July 11-August 19. They’re looking for organizations with business challenges—and there’s no fee to participate! [Click here](#) to apply and learn more. Applications close May 15.

**Shakespeare at Olin**

Tune in and watch our modest circling-the-globe nod to The Bard with a sonnet in the 2022 Shakespeare at Olin celebration.

**In case you missed it**

Dean Mark P. Taylor hosted a discussion with two WashU experts and a relief drive in support of Ukraine.

**Listen to a Healthcare Pitch**

Olin is helping WashU’s medical school with an “Innovating for Healthcare” class this summer where students take an idea from conception all the way to an angel investor pitch. If you’d be interested in listening to the pitches on June 8 and providing feedback [click here](#).

**Installation Ceremony**

Peter Boumgarden will be installed as the inaugural director of the Koch Center for Family Business on
June 2. Peter will present on “Ownership and Leadership in a Moralized Market” and a reception will take place immediately following the ceremony.
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Featured content for May

Article: Guidance on how to change organizational structure

Mini Case: Dilemma on discussing politics at work

Book Recommendation: How to "work clean"

Log in

To access Lifelong Learning at Olin, visit learn.WashU.online and log in using your WUSTL key ID.

Need help accessing your WUSTL key ID? Visit the help page on learn.WashU

Events

13 MAY

“EMBA Graduation”

17 MAY

“Book Talk by Richard Rumelt”

19

20
Find regional events in your area

Know someone who would be ideal for one of Olin Business School’s programs? Click here to refer a candidate so we can follow up. Or if you’re interested in continuing your business education, let us know.

Refer a Candidate

Thoughts, comments, questions? Email Olin.